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13 FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 

Financial closure. Debt equity ratio to be finalisedProjected financial statements including 

Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Account and Cash Flow StatementComputation of relevant ratios, 

especially DSCR and ICR.Sensitivity analysis for major attributes to test financial closureDetailed 

list of projected end use of funds incase of a term loan.Financial closure is the statement which 

proves that the sources of funds have been tied up. While arriving at the financial closure, 

consultant needs to work out various sensitivity scenarios and check whether the proposed 

funding pattern is holding good. Eg. Incase of residential real estate decrease in selling price or 

increase in major raw material costs, incase of solar financing, unit generation affected by lesser 

heat, incase of toll companies, reduction of traffic etc. Incase financial closure is not done after 

funding, the banks ask the promotors to bridge the funding gap or else one needs to go for a 

restructuring.Incase of TL atleast 5 year projections should be made. All the assumptions must 

be jotted down properly. The assumptions should be backed up by some market analysis or 

some order projections or orders in hand. Statistical data can also be used to project future 

financials. If historic ratios are going to undergo a change, an explanation should be available to 

prove the change. Eg. Increase in PBT ratio (better utilisation of available capacity) etc.Sales may 

be backed by a market survey. SG&A can be projected based on historic dataCash Flow 

statement is very important as the bankers want to see whether enough cash is getting 

generated from the business to repay the debt. Along with the DSCR, the cash flow statement 

is equally important.DSCR = PAT + Depreciation + Interest / (Principal + Interest). This should 

ideally by atleast 1.5 times. In this case too, an average over a period of projections is considered 

Incase of working capital loans, every banker will have their own CMA format depending on 

maximum permissible borrowing power is worked out. "Financial closure. Debt equity ratio to 

be finalised. Projected financial statements including Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Account and 

Cash Flow Statement. Computation of relevant ratios, especially DSCR and ICR. Sensitivity 

analysis for major attributes to test financial closure. Detailed list of projected end use of funds 
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incase of a term loan. Financial closure is the statement which proves that the sources of funds 

have been tied up. While arriving at the financial closure, consultant needs to work out various 

sensitivity scenarios and check whether the proposed funding pattern is holding good. Eg. Incase 

of residential real estate decrease in selling price or increase in major raw material costs, incase 

of solar financing, unit generation affected by lesser heat, incase of toll companies, reduction of 

traffic etc. Incase financial closure is not done after funding, the banks ask the promotors to 

bridge the funding gap or else one needs to go for a restructuring. Incase of TL atleast 5 year 

projections should be made. All the assumptions must be jotted down properly. The 

assumptions should be backed up by some market analysis or some order projections or orders 

in hand. Statistical data can also be used to project future financials. If historic ratios are going 

to undergo a change, an explanation should be available to prove the change. Eg. Increase in 

PBT ratio (better utilisation of available capacity) etc. Sales may be backed by a market survey. 

SG&amp;A can be projected based on historic data. Cash Flow statement is very important as 

the bankers want to see whether enough cash is getting generated from the business to repay 

the debt. Along with the DSCR, the cash flow statement is equally important. DSCR = PAT + 

Depreciation + Interest / (Principal + Interest). This should ideally by atleast 1.5 times. In this 

case too, an average over a period of projections is considered. Incase of working capital loans, 

every banker will have their own CMA format depending on maximum permissible borrowing 

power is worked out. 

14 Financial closure is the statement which proves that the sources of funds have been tied up. 

While arriving at the financial closure, consultant needs to work out various sensitivity scenarios 

and check whether the proposed funding pattern is holding good. Eg. Incase of residential real 

estate decrease in selling price or increase in major raw material costs, incase of solar financing, 

unit generation affected by lesser heat, incase of toll companies, reduction of traffic etc. Incase 

financial closure is not done after funding, the banks ask the promotors to bridge the funding 

gap or else one needs to go for a restructuring. Incase of TL atleast 5 year projections should be 

made. All the assumptions must be jotted down properly. The assumptions should be backed 

up by some market analysis or some order projections or orders in hand. Statistical data can 

also be used to project future financials. If historic ratios are going to undergo a change, an 

explanation should be available to prove the change. Eg. Increase in PBT ratio (better utilisation 

of available capacity) etc.Sales may be backed by a market survey. SG&A can be projected based 

on historic dataCash Flow statement is very important as the bankers want to see whether 

enough cash is getting generated from the business to repay the debt. Along with the DSCR, the 

cash flow statement is equally important.DSCR = PAT + Depreciation + Interest / (Principal + 

Interest). This should ideally by atleast 1.5 times. In this case too, an average over a period of 

projections is considered Incase of working capital loans, every banker will have their own CMA 
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format depending on maximum permissible borrowing power is worked out. "Financial closure 

is the statement which proves that the sources of funds have been tied up. While arriving at the 

financial closure, consultant needs to work out various sensitivity scenarios and check whether 

the proposed funding pattern is holding good. Eg. Incase of residential real estate decrease in 

selling price or increase in major raw material costs, incase of solar financing, unit generation 

affected by lesser heat, incase of toll companies, reduction of traffic etc. Incase financial closure 

is not done after funding, the banks ask the promotors to bridge the funding gap or else one 

needs to go for a restructuring. Incase of TL atleast 5 year projections should be made. All the 

assumptions must be jotted down properly. The assumptions should be backed up by some 

market analysis or some order projections or orders in hand. Statistical data can also be used to 

project future financials. If historic ratios are going to undergo a change, an explanation should 

be available to prove the change. Eg. Increase in PBT ratio (better utilisation of available 

capacity) etc. Sales may be backed by a market survey. SG&amp;A can be projected based on 

historic data. Cash Flow statement is very important as the bankers want to see whether enough 

cash is getting generated from the business to repay the debt. Along with the DSCR, the cash 

flow statement is equally important. DSCR = PAT + Depreciation + Interest / (Principal + Interest). 

This should ideally by atleast 1.5 times. In this case too, an average over a period of projections 

is considered. Incase of working capital loans, every banker will have their own CMA format 

depending on maximum permissible borrowing power is worked out."  

15  Financial closure is the statement which proves that the sources of funds have been tied up. 

While arriving at the financial closure, consultant needs to work out various sensitivity scenarios 

and check whether the proposed funding pattern is holding good. Eg. Incase of residential real 

estate decrease in selling price or increase in major raw material costs, incase of solar financing, 

unit generation affected by lesser heat, incase of toll companies, reduction of traffic etc. Incase 

financial closure is not done after funding, the banks ask the promotors to bridge the funding 

gap or else one needs to go for a restructuring. Incase of TL atleast 5 year projections should be 

made. All the assumptions must be jotted down properly. The assumptions should be backed 

up by some market analysis or some order projections or orders in hand. Statistical data can 

also be used to project future financials. If historic ratios are going to undergo a change, an 

explanation should be available to prove the change. Eg. Increase in PBT ratio (better utilisation 

of available capacity) etc.Sales may be backed by a market survey. SG&A can be projected based 

on historic dataCash Flow statement is very important as the bankers want to see whether 

enough cash is getting generated from the business to repay the debt. Along with the DSCR, the 

cash flow statement is equally important.DSCR = PAT + Depreciation + Interest / (Principal + 

Interest). This should ideally by atleast 1.5 times. In this case too, an average over a period of 
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projections is consideredIncase of working capital loans, every banker will have their own CMA 

format depending on maximum permissible borrowing power is worked out. 

 

 


